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Introduction

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)
refers to a wide picture of liver damage,
ranging from steatosis to steatohepatitis, fi-
brosis and cirrhosis1. The epidemiological
studies demonstrated an association of
NAFLD with obesity, type 2 diabetes and
hyperlipidemia, that are traditionally con-
sidered as risk factors for the “primary
NAFLD”2. However few cases without evi-
dence of these factors have been identified,
suggesting the possibility of an inherited
metabolic disorder that can be worsen by
risky lifestyle behaviours3. On the basis of
these observations the pathogenesis of
NAFLD is still not clear, even if the insulin
resistance appears to be the most repro-
ducible factor in the natural history of this
syndrome4. In particular, a decreased sensi-
tivity to endogenous and exogenous insulin
have been observed in patients with
NAFLD, with a remarkable reduction of in-
sulin effects on both lipid and glucose me-
tabolism3. This defect can be observed in
patients with NAFLD presenting both with
normal weight and glucose tolerance and in
patients with overweight and abnormal glu-
cose regulation, suggesting a key role of in-
sulin resistance4. Moreover, a large body of
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damage, ranging from steatosis to steatohe-
patitis, fibrosis and cirrhosis. The epidemio-
logical studies demonstrated an association of
NAFLD with obesity, type 2 diabetes and hy-
perlipidemia. Under this light the metabolic
syndrome (MS), including NAFLD, obesity,
central fat distribution, diabetes, dyslipidemia,
hypertension and atherosclerotic cardiovascu-
lar disease (CVD) can be considered the link to
explain the presence of vascular diseases in
patients with NAFLD. In NHANES III, the au-
thors demonstrated that the presence of MS
was associated with increased risk of myocar-
dial infarction, stroke or both. In a prospective
study on 1209 Finnish middle-aged men with-
out CVD or diabetes at baseline,  Lakka
showed that MS per se is associated with an
increased risk of CVD and all-cause mortality.
Finally the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communi-
ties (ARIC) confirmed that subjects with MS
were 2 times more likely to have prevalent
coronary heart disease. From a pathophysio-
logical point of view, growing evidences impli-
cate the oxidative stress as the unifying me-
chanism for many CVD risk factors. Under this
light there is emerging evidence suggesting
that there is a significant increase in vascular
oxidative stress in patients with MS, with the
presence of endothelial dysfunction in the ear-
ly stage of the syndrome. Indeed, the inflam-
mation process evidentiated in these patients
is initiated at the endothelial level, stressing
the key role of this active and dynamic tissue
in the pathophysiological pathways. Under
this light the endothelium can be considered
as the last effector of a multi-syndrome and
the main target of all the future studies fo-
cused on the underlying mechamisms of this
complex network. Because of the potential se-
rious public health impact, the comprehension
of these patophysiological pathways will be
crucial to design new preventive measures
and therapeutic strategies.
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evidence indicate a clinical association with
features of the metabolic syndrome (MS),
particularly in the most aggressive stages of
the disease5. Recentely, Bugianesi et al con-
firm that insulin resistance appears to be an
intrinsic defect in NAFLD, with the meta-
bolic pattern observed indicating that adi-
pose tissue is an important site6.

Metabolic Syndrome and 
Vascular Disease

Epidemiologic Studies
Under this light the metabolic syndrome,

including NAFLD, obesity, central fat distri-
bution, diabetes, dyslipidemia, hypertension
and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease
(CVD) can be considered the link to explain
the presence of vascular diseases in patients
with NAFLD. In one of the most recent
studies, the Third National Health and Nu-
trition Examination Survey (NHANES III)
on the basis of self-reported histories the au-
thors demonstrated that the presence of MS
was associated with increased risk of myo-
cardial infarction, stroke or both7. In a pre-
vious prospective study examining the asso-
ciation of the MS with cardiovascular and
overall mortality on 1209 Finnish middle-
aged men without CVD o diabetes at base-
line, Lakka et al8 showed that MS per se is
associated with an increased risk of CVD
and all-cause mortality. Another population-
based survey recently confirmed the previ-
ous exposed results in 888 subjects with MS.
In particular, changes in the atherosclerosis
score, as well as the percent of subjects who
developed new plaques or arterial stenosis >
40% were higher in patients with MS than in
the control group9. Interestingly, by conside-
ring patients with manifest metabolic syn-
drome the presence of the MS is associated
with advanced vascular damage (increased
mean intima media thickness, increased
prevalence of albuminuria and a trend, al-
beit non significant, toward a decreased an-
kle brachial pressure index)10. Finally, a
study performed on 14,052 patients (Athero-
sclerosis Risk in Communities – ARIC) con-
firmed that subjects with MS were 2 times
more likely to have prevalent coronary heart
disease11.

Pathophysiological Implications

The Metabolic Syndrome as
Proinflammatory Condition

Growing evidences from animal studies
and correlative data from human investiga-
tions implicate the oxidative stress as the uni-
fying mechanism for many CVD risk factors,
which additionally supports its central role in
CVD. Under this light there is emerging evi-
dence suggesting that there is a significant in-
crease in vascular oxidative stress in patients
with MS, with the presence of endothelial
dysfunction in the early stage of the syn-
drome12-13. Moreover, the adipose tissue pro-
duce and or influence the action of many,
such as leptin, adiponectin, TNF-α and IL-
6)14. Indeed, the increased truncal obesity can
be responsable for IR by lipotoxicity due to
the release of free fatty acids in the portal cir-
culation. It is important to underline that IL-
6 is the chief stimulator of the production of
C-reactive protein (CRP) in the liver. The
last evidence can explain all the recent stud-
ies focalized on the indipendent prognostic
importance of this parameter in patients with
MS, as evaluated in 14719 apparently healthy
women followed up for 8-year period, 24% of
which were diagnosed with MS15. Moreover,
by examining the relationship between ab-
normal liver function tests and CRP levels in
middle-aged patients with characteristics of
the MS, the association between elevated liv-
er enzymes and CRP was independent of the
presence of MS. This relationship raises the
possibility that inflammatory process that ac-
company NAFLD contributes to the systemic
inflammation observed in patients with obesi-
ty and other16. 

Endothelium: the Ultimate Frontier of a
Complex Network

MS is a cluster of metabolic and cardiovas-
cular abnormalities whose common denomi-
nator is thought to be insulin resistance. The
inflammation process evidentiated in these
patients is initiated at the endothelial level,
stressing the key role of this active and dy-
namic tissue in the pathophysiological path-
ways of these patients. In particular, it is in-
teresting that modest hyperinsulinemia of the
same degree seen in insulin-resistant patients
after overnight fast can cause severe endothe-
lial dysfunction in large conduit arteries, an
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effect that can be prevented by vitamin C.
These data may provide a new epidemiologi-
cal link between insulin-resistance and
atherosclerosis, and, consequently, between
NAFLD and atherosclerosis17.

In conclusion, a remarkable decrease in in-
sulin effects on both lipid and glucose meta-
bolism can be observed in patients with
NAFLD presenting both with normal weight
and glucose tolerance and in patients with
overweight and abnormal glucose regulation,
suggesting a strong relationship among
NAFLD, insulin resistance and MS. It is rea-
sonable to emphasize that MS can be ulti-
mately considered a proinflammatory state,
since many associated abnormalities are
themselves associated to vascular oxidative
stress. Under this light the endothelium can
be considered as the last effector of a multi-
syndrome and should be considered as the
main target of all the future studies focused
on the underlying mechamisms of this com-
plex network. Because of the potential seri-
ous public health impact, the comprehension
of these patophysiological pathways will be
crucial to design new preventive measures
and therapeutic strategies.
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